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Abstract: Now-a-Days everyone needs a medium to transport or move from one place to
another. Healthy and fit people can manage to use their legs to move or even they can use a
vehicle to cover long distances. But some unfortunate people like the disabled or the people
suffering from paraplegia, partial paralysis, Polio and other such dreadful diseases which lock
their daily essential motion in their life and make them dependent on others to even move a
muscle. So as a provision for them to become Self-reliant in terms of efficient movement
from one place to other or for their locomotive purpose, we have come up with this idea of
improved wheelchair for the disabled. According to WHO there are about one billion people
who are suffering from many disabilities, so it’s a very eyebrow raising figure and we
engineers should use our knowledge to help this unfortunate people. So we have designed
and are fabricating one such self-operated wheelchair
powered by lever and chain sprocket
\
drive mechanism. As all people can’t afford electrical wheelchairs as they are expensive, so
we have come up with this project which is really economical and affordable even by the
poor.
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INTRODUCTION
This Paper describes the technical feasibility and social benefits of how can the wheel sprocket
application can surpass the expensive electrical motor system and cut the high construction
cost and provide an affordable improved wheelchair with same or more efficiency which a
normal electrical wheelchair will give. The project completely aims on fulfilling the following
objectives.
To develop a wheelchair which will require less effort to maintain same speed and will be able
to operate on road and off-road rough terrains.
To develop a low maintenance and economic design of wheelchair affordable by all.
To develop a robust design of wheel, sprocket, lever mechanism to open a provision in future
development of such mechanisms even for automobile applications to find a substitute for
conventional energy sources and eco friendly applications.
METHODOLOGY
The various stages of development of a lever drive system are described. The use of both roller
and friction clutches are discussed and the means for controlling forward, reverse, and braking
are included. The current system allows good maneuverability without requiring hand skills and
may be effective for quadriplegics.
Lever drives for wheelchairs have been in common use in Europe for many years .The typical
design, which is similar to that used on a steam locomotive, uses connecting rods from the lever
to the drive wheel. Steering is accomplished by turning a handle on the lever, the handle being
connected to a front caster. Benedict, Engel, and Hildebrandt established that this is a more
efficient method for propelling a wheelchair compared to hand rims. However, there are some
associated disadvantages. Top speed is limited by the maximum stroking rate, and it is not
possible to rest between strokes since the lever is always connected to the drive wheels. Also,
maneuvering is much more difficult in close spaces since cantering action is not possible and a
lever might have to be started at a position of dead center. This last feature contributes to the
difficulty in mounting a ramp from a standing start. One of the reasons for increased efficiency
probably stems from the fact that power is applied while pushing and pulling. However,
Brubaker established that by using only the push stroke, levers could be more efficient than
hand rims, particularly if the appropriate mechanical advantage was used, his allowed pausing
between strokes as well as choosing the length of stroke. Reverse was achieved by designing a
reversing roller clutch which was controlled by pressure of the palm of the hand for forward
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motion and by finger pressure for reverse. Neutral or freewheeling occurred when no pressure
was applied. The concept proved to be quite effective, but the only braking possible was by
engaging reverse, which locked the drive wheels. This did not allow speed and directional
control while descending slopes.. Handgrip levers proved ineffective. Rotation of the handgrip
was more promising, but a second hinge point on the lever that utilized inward motion of the
hands proved to be a satisfactory control means and promised to be useful for quadriplegics
and others with limited use of the hands. Further experiments showed that selecting neutral
(i.e., releasing the roller clutch) was not easily achieved; and the operator was never quite sure
if the system was in forward, neutral, or reverse until the stroke was engaged. Meanwhile the
clutch system was greatly improved; it required little force and motion to engage or disengage.
Brubaker suggested disconnecting the roller clutch and using the friction clutch for all three
functions: forward, reverse, and braking. The current prototype is based on this concept. When
the levers are in the normal or rest position, the clutch is disengaged. Inboard movement of the
levers engages the clutch, allowing propulsion in either direction or use as a brake. The clutch
currently in use is a brake drum using external brake shoes with no asbestos brake lining.
Propelling the wheelchair is similar to rowing or sculling a boat, with the lateral motion of the
levers comparable to feathering the oars so that they do not drag on the return stroke. This
requires some practice for effective use, but once achieved allows maneuverability that is
comparable to hand rims.
FABRICATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
The design of the wheelchair body is simple and robust in, easily fabricated and no requirement
of a high mechanized workshop to run the manufacturing process.
The different parts of the wheelchair assembly are given below:
Lever
Sprocket
Foot rest
Caster wheel
Tires with rim
Chain
Resting seat
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Body
Hand brake
Main gear
Hub gear
Hub

Fig. 1 PRO-E design of Improved wheelchair
DESIGN ANALYSIS AND CALCULATION
The design is totally practical and precisely modified for efficient working and the respective
phenomena including the model testing and final application for finishing is completely verified.
The design is totally emphasized on low maintenance objective and high performance and high
tool life.
The stress analysis and testing on computer-aided software and it slides are presented below.
Design parameters
For roller chain drive
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Design power = Rated power * load factor
Tooth load =design power / Pitch line velocity
Length of chain in pitches = Lp=(T1+T2)/2+2C/p +

p(T1-T2)²/40C.

Well the design analysis showed above are totally definite and practically applicable.

Fig. 2 Creo simulate results

Fig. 3 Creo simulate results

Fig. 4 Creo simulate results
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ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATION
Provide mechanical advantage through lever.
Provide new product line in the market.
Cost effective
Less effort.
Low Maintenance cost.
Able to operate on rough terrains.
There are no electrical components associated with this device
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